The relative index of inequality (RII) is a commonly used measure of the extent to which the occurrence of an outcome such as chronic illness or early death varies with socio-economic status or some other background variable. The standard RII estimator applies only to linear variation in incidence rates. In this paper a general definition of the RII is introduced, alternative approaches to point estimation are considered, and a parametric bootstrap method is suggested for the construction of approximate confidence intervals. Estimation based on cubic splines fitted by maximum penalized likelihood is developed in some detail, and the proposed approach handles naturally the commonly-needed adjustment for a 'standardizing' covariate such as age. Death rates in a large longitudinal study in England and Wales from 1996-2000 are analysed in order to illustrate the various methods. A small simulation study explores the relative merits of different estimators. The approach based on cubic splines is found to reduce bias substantially, at the expense of some increase in variance, when variation in incidence rates is non-linear.
Introduction
The notion of a relative index of inequality (RII) has been much used recently in the study of social inequalities in health, especially following the influential work of Kunst & Mackenbach (1994) . The broad purpose of such an index is to compare rates of incidence, for example of death or disease, between those having lowest and highest socio-economic status. The resultant measure of social inequality is typically used for comparative purposes, or to study time-trends; it also has interpretive value as a standalone measure. For a recent example see Davey Smith et al. (2002) , where it is shown that in Britain socio-economic inequality in mortality rates continued to rise during the 1990s.
In the simplest setting, every individual in the population of interest has a notional socio-economic rank x, scaled to take values between 0 (lowest) and 1 (highest). The rate of incidence of the outcome of interest, such as death or a specific type of ill-health, is assumed to depend on x and will be denoted by f (x). It is assumed that f (x) is everywhere positive, and the RII is then defined as f (0)/f (1). Note that 'rate' here relates to the process which gives rise to death or disease, not to actual incidence in the population under study. That is, the RII compares underlying incidence rates at x = 0 and x = 1, rather than the actual outcomes for the notional pair of cases that have social ranks 0 and 1 in the study population; in the usual terminology of sampling theory (e.g., Cassel et al., 1977) the RII is thus a 'superpopulation' quantity.
In practice, f (x) is unknown and must be estimated from available data, which may be data for the whole population of interest or for a sample. Moreover, x itself is not fully observed; rather, individuals are typically categorized into ordered social classes, and so measurement of x is interval-censored. The standard procedure in common use (e.g., Kunst & Mackenbach, 1994; Hayes & Berry, 2002 ) is then as follows:
1. For each of the k ordered social classes (i = 1, . . . , k), let c i be the fraction of the population in class i or lower (with c 0 = 0 and c k = 1).
2. For each class i let x i = (c i + c i−1 )/2 be the median social rank for that class, and r i the rate of incidence of the outcome of interest.
3. Estimate f (x) by linear regression, possibly weighted for different class sizes, of r i on x i . This yields a straight-line estimate a + bx, say.
Compute the estimated RII as a/(a + b).
This procedure assumes that f (x) is linear, and it is a reasonable method of estimation under that assumption. If, however, f (x) in reality is non-linear, the standard procedure as described above will in general induce a bias in the estimated RII. The magnitude and direction of such bias depend on the nature of the nonlinearity present in f (x). If α + βx denotes the straight-line fit to all pairs {x, f (x)} in the population of interest, to first order the bias is α/(α + β) − f (0)/f (1). There is no strong reason in principle to expect f (x) to be linear, except perhaps as an approximation in situations where inequality is known to be both slight and monotonic in x. In practice, even when a graph of r i versus x i 'looks' roughly linear, formal statistical analysis often reveals a departure from linearity; typical applications involve the use of census, registry or large-scale survey data, in which even modest departures from linearity are readily detected by standard tests.
In general, i.e. when f (x) is not assumed linear, estimation of the RII based on a straight-line fit is inconsistent. Some care is needed here over the notion of consistency. The standard notion, based on behaviour as data size goes to infinity with all else fixed, is not useful in the present context, on account of the interval-censored observation of x. If the class widths c i − c i−1 are fixed, information on f (0) and f (1) increases with the amount of data only under strong parametric assumptions about f (x) (such as linearity). Consistency should, rather, be framed in terms of behaviour under ideal data conditions, which for RII estimation would require increasing amounts of data in vanishingly narrow intervals close to both x = 0 and x = 1. Under such conditions, and with the weak assumption that f (x) is continuous and differentiable at 0 and 1, increasingly precise estimation of f (0) and f (1) becomes possible. The simplest consistent estimator of the RII in this asymptotic framework is the 'ratio' estimator r 1 /r k (e.g., Kunst & Mackenbach, 1994, p.52) , which discards data from all classes other than the lowest and highest. An alternative with similar motivation would be to compute the 'standard' estimator, as described above, but using only the data from classes 1 and k at step 3.
In the present paper the standard and ratio methods are compared with a computationally more demanding new method, which is consistent in the above sense and which also makes use of the data from all k socio-economic classes by exploiting the likely smoothness of f (x). In addition, bootstrap-based interval estimation is developed.
It is shown how maximum likelihood and maximum penalized likelihood calculations may be used to estimate f (x) instead of fitting a least-squares line to rates placed at class midpoints. This method properly takes into account the interval-censored observation of x, rather than arbitrarily assigning the class midpoints as the values of the explanatory variable in a regression. The observed incidence in each class is modelled as a Poisson random variable with mean proportional to the average value of f (x) in the class. This immediately yields a likelihood function, which can be maximized over linear f (x) to obtain an alternative straight-line estimate to that provided by the least-squares-at-midpoints approach. An improvement, designed to avoid the substantial bias that may be induced by assuming f (x) to be linear when it is not, is made by modelling f (x) as a cubic spline. This is done by adding a penalty term to the likelihood to control the roughness of the estimated f (x), and then maximizing over an appropriate set of spline functions.
An integrated treatment of 'standardizing variables' such as age, which are usually present and important in studies of this kind, is provided. With the likelihood approach to estimation, such standardization becomes a natural part of the modelling process. An extension to the model is made which allows incidence rates to vary between, for example, age groups and which, crucially, retains the definition of the RII as f (0)/f (1).
The precision of RII estimates based on competing methods is explored. A real example from the UK Office for National Statistics (ONS) Longitudinal Study and two simulations are used to compare the linear-fit and spline-fit likelihood approaches with the standard and ratio methods outlined above.
In parallel with the development and comparison of competing point estimators, a general approach to the assessment of sampling variation in RII estimates is also proposed. The existing literature on this aspect (e.g., Kakwani et al., 1997; Hayes & Berry, 2002) rests heavily on the assumption that f (x) is linear. The approach suggested here is to base inference, for any of the point estimators considered, on approximate confidence intervals obtained from a parametric bootstrap simulation.
Likelihood and Inference

Likelihood with Unstandardized Incidence Rates
For concreteness, suppose the outcome of interest to be death and define f (x) to be the death rate per unit exposure for an individual of social rank x. Let the random variable D i be the total number of deaths during the study period in social class i and let t i be the corresponding amount of exposure for social class i. Hence, given a realization d i of D i , the observed crude death rate for class i is d i /t i . Here t i could represent, for example, the number of person-years at risk, the mid-study-period population or the number of individuals at risk at the start of the study period. Following Brillinger (1986) , D i is modelled as a Poisson random variable with mean µ i proportional to the average value of f (x) in class i,
The log-likelihood, up to a constant, is then
For an alternative approach to handling interval-censored data see, for example, Brumback et al. (2000) .
Likelihood with Age-specific Incidence Rates
'Standardizing' variables such as age play an important role in the study of outcomes such as death or disease in a population. Hence it is desirable that any model for the mechanism underlying these outcomes can incorporate a system to control for the effect of such variables. For concreteness, take the standardizing variable to be age. Some other variable or combination of variables could take the place of age in what follows, with the same development holding. Alternative approaches to handling standardizing covariates in a wider context can be found in, for example, Breslow & Day (1987, Chapter 2) . So far the data has been assumed to consist of some measure of the amount of exposure for each class and the crude number of deaths occurring in each class during the study period. Now suppose that the population is broken down into l distinct age groups as well as k socio-economic classes and that the numbers of deaths are agespecific. That is, the data give the age composition of each social class and the number of deaths by age group in each class.
For i = 1, . . . , k and j = 1, . . . , l let d ij be the number of deaths during the study period in age group j within social class i, and let t ij be the corresponding amount of exposure. Whereas previously the death rate, or equivalently the probability of death, for an individual with social rank x was defined as f (x), now the probability of death during the study period for an individual of social rank x and in age group j is modelled as f (x) exp(β j ). Hence f (x) is now the probability of death for individuals of social rank x whose value of β j is zero. To provide a reference age group to which the others can be compared, and without loss of generality, set β 1 ≡ 0. Note that the RII is still meaningfully defined as f (0)/f (1), the ratio of death rates for individuals in the same age group at opposite ends of the social scale.
Analogous to the modelling of D i as a Poisson random variable with mean given by (1), assume that D ij , the random variable version of the death count d ij for social class i and age group j, has a Poisson distribution with mean µ ij , where
Then the log-likelihood, up to a constant, is
Bootstrap Standard Errors and Confidence Intervals
Standard errors for RII estimates, and approximate confidence intervals for the RII, can be obtained using bootstrap methods. Suppose that the RII of a population, ρ, has been estimated asρ using the sample data d ij and t ij for i = 1, . . . , k and j = 1, . . . , l (where l could be 1, corresponding to the absence of a standardizing variable). The estimated standard error forρ is then calculated (e.g., Efron & Tibshirani, 1993 , Chapter 6) as follows:
1. Make a draw from a Poisson(d ij ) distribution for i = 1, . . . , k and j = 1, . . . , l to obtain a bootstrap sample. Do this B times to obtain B bootstrap samples.
2. Estimate the RII using each of the B bootstrap samples. This gives B bootstrap replications,ρ * 1 , . . . ,ρ * B , of the original RII estimate.
3. Estimate the standard error of the original RII estimate by the sample standard deviation of the B bootstrap replications,ŝe = (B − 1)
b is the mean of the bootstrap replications.
Approximate confidence intervals for ρ are provided by empirical percentile intervals as described in Efron & Tibshirani (1993, Section 13.3) . Although other types of approximate confidence intervals, some of which tend to have more satisfactory coverage probabilities, are possible (e.g., Efron & Tibshirani, 1993, Chapter 14) , empirical percentile intervals are used here because of their relative computational simplicity and stability. The lower and upper boundaries of an approximate 1 − 2α confidence interval for ρ are taken to be the 100αth and 100(1 − α)th empirical percentiles of the B bootstrap replications, that is the Bαth and B(1 − α)th values in the ordered list of the B replications.
If Bα is not an integer, the following convention can be used. Assuming α ≤ 0.5, let k = (B + 1)α , the integer part of (B + 1)α. Then define the 100αth and 100(1 − α)th empirical percentiles of the B bootstrap replications to be the kth and (B + 1 − k)th values in the ordered list of the B replications.
3 Spline Models
Penalized Likelihood
This section describes how the RII can be estimated by fitting a natural cubic spline, with knots spanning the range of the data, as a smoothing spline. For details on cubic splines and natural cubic splines, see for example Schumaker (1981, Chapters 1 and 4) or Green & Silverman (1994, Chapter 2) . The approach developed here is constructed specifically to achieve consistency of the kind described in the Introduction for RII estimation, while simultaneously exploiting the assumed smoothness of f (x). The starting point is a 'saturated' set of candidate spline functions, rich enough to allow a perfect fit to all of the class death counts when the likelihood is maximized; this provides the required consistency under minimal assumptions of smoothness in the neighbourhood of x = 0 and x = 1 (see Appendix). Finite-sample overfitting is then avoided by means of an empirically regulated penalty for roughness, or rapid fluctuation, applied to the likelihood.
Taking the number of knots to be k, the number of socio-economic classes, set one knot to be 0, one knot to be 1 and space the remaining k − 2 knots evenly between 0 and 1. A natural cubic spline with this set of knots is constrained to be linear outside [0, 1] . The space of natural cubic splines with these knots is of dimension k and so if f (x) is an element of this space it can be represented as
for some scalars θ 1 , . . . , θ k , where b 1 (x), . . . , b k (x) form a basis of the space. As the data consists of, at minimum, a death count for each of the k social classes, it is possible to estimate the k coefficients θ 1 , . . . , θ k and so obtain an estimate of f (x). Modelling f (x) as a natural cubic spline rather than as a cubic spline that is not constrained to be linear outside [0, 1] has two advantages: the use of two more interior knots for the same number of parameters is allowed, and the variability of the fitted spline at 0 and 1, the points of interest, is reduced (Hastie & Tibshirani, 1990, Chapter 2) .
Adding a roughness penalty proportional to the integral of the squared second derivative of f to log-likelihoods (2) and (3) gives the penalized log-likelihood
where λ ≥ 0 is a smoothing parameter. When λ = 0 there is no penalty for roughness and so no extra constraints are placed on the estimate of f . When λ → ∞ no roughness is permitted and hence the estimate of f is constrained to be linear. Further motivation for the use of this roughness penalty can be found in, for example, Green & Silverman (1994) . Note that f (x) is modelled directly, rather than taking the 'logspline' approach (Kooperberg & Stone, 1992) of modelling g(x) = log f (x) as a (natural) cubic spline. The logspline approach would involve the integration of f (x) = exp g(x) when evaluating the penalized log-likelihood for a given estimate of f (x), which cannot be done analytically as each inter-knot piece of g(x) is a cubic polynomial. In contrast, the integration required when f (x) is modelled directly is trivial as f (x) is piecewise cubic. The primary purpose of modelling on the scale of log f (x), rather than f (x) directly, would be to ensure positivity of the fitted f (x). However, in practice death rates do not vary very substantially between social classes so the fitted curve has negligible chance of being non-positive. Hence, in the interest of accuracy and computational simplicity, enforced positivity is sacrificed in favour of a pragmatic alternative.
Determination of λ
For a fixed value of λ an estimate of f (x) is obtained by maximizing the penalized log-likelihood (4) over an appropriate space of natural cubic splines. While manual adjustment of the value of λ may allow an insightful exploration of the data, it is desirable to have an automatic, data-driven procedure for selecting a single 'optimal' value of λ. Here a method for choosing λ based on the principle of cross-validation is outlined.
The basic idea of smoothing parameter selection by cross-validation is described by Silverman (1985) as leaving each data point out one at a time and choosing the value of λ under which the missing points are best predicted. This idea can be implemented by leaving out each class in turn and using the estimate of f (x) fitted to the remaining data to predict the excluded death counts. Assuming the age-standardizing model, which of course reduces to the simple model when l = 1, the penalized likelihood to be maximized when class s is excluded can be expressed as
If maximization of (5) for a given value of λ yields the estimated death ratef −s (x) and estimated age parametersβ Hence, excluding each class in turn and predicting the missing counts will yield fitted countsμ
i,l for i = 1, . . . , k. Using the Poisson deviance as a measure of distance between observed and fitted counts, the cross-validation score function
can then be minimized over λ ≥ 0 to choose the optimum value of λ. Note that each time a class is excluded during the evaluation of the score function, the model is fitted with k − 1 evenly spaced knots rather than k and so there are k − 1 spline basis coefficients to be estimated rather than k.
The cross-validation approach to smoothing parameter selection can be subject to high variance (e.g., Hastie et al., 2001 , Section 7.10), and in this case it is computationally intensive. An example of an alternative approach to spline-fitting, and to smoothing parameter selection, can be found in Ruppert et al. (2003) .
Implementation
The spline-fitting penalized likelihood approach requires two stages of optimization, firstly minimizing the cross-validation score function (6) over λ and then minimizing the penalized log-likelihood (4) over θ 1 , . . . , θ k and also β 2 , . . . , β l if a standardizing covariate is present. We have implemented both in the R statistical computing environment (Ihaka & Gentleman, 1996) using a quasi-Newton method to conduct the analyses in Sections 4 and 5. A fully documented software package for R, entitled RII, which implements the estimation procedure and associated graphical tools is available via the Comprehensive R Archive Network at http://cran.r-project.org.
Example: Social Variation in Mortality in England and Wales
The ONS Longitudinal Study (LS) is a dataset comprising linked event records for about 1% of the population of England and Wales. The data in Table 1 are for males in the LS present at the 1991 census and still alive and present on 1 January 1996. They are broken down into six socio-economic classes of the Registrar General's Social Class and four age groups as recorded at the 1991 census. Classes range from V Unskilled Occupations to I Professional Occupations, and age groups from 25-34 to 55-64. Entry (i, j) for i = 1, . . . , 6 and j = 1, . . . , 4 in Table 1 gives d ij , the number of deaths in age group j and class i during the period 1 January 1996 to 31 December 2000, and t ij , the number of individuals at risk at the start of this period. Deaths are given from 1 January 1996 rather than from a date sooner after the 1991 census, e.g. 1 January 1992, to allow for the 'healthy worker effect' (e.g., Fox & Goldblatt, 1982) . The spline estimate of the death-rate function f (x) is obtained by maximizing the penalized log-likelihood (4) over the space of natural cubic splines with k = 6 knots equally spaced on [0, 1] . When maximizing the cross-validation score function (6) to choose the value of the smoothing parameter λ for use in (4), the model is fitted using k − 1 = 5 equally spaced knots. In addition to estimating the RII using the splinefitting method, three other methods are also considered. The first two of these are the standard weighted linear regression technique and the ratio estimator, as outlined in the Introduction, both of which require the data to be age standardized prior to estimation. Direct standardization is performed with the total numbers of individuals in each age group at the start of observation as the standard population (e.g., Breslow & Day, 1987, Chapter 2) . The resultant standardized class death counts and the initial class populations are shown in Table 1 . For the third estimate the log-likelihood (3) is maximized over linear f (x). Standard errors for the log of each RII estimate and approximate confidence intervals for the RII are calculated using the bootstrap methods outlined in Section 2.3 with B = 1000.
The results for all four methods are shown in Table 2 . A plot of the standardized empirical death rate with the standard fit is shown in Figure 1 , and plots of the empirical death rates for each age group with the spline and linear maximum likelihood fits are shown in Figure 2 .
The plots of empirical and fitted death rates suggest that the spline estimator provides a closer fit to the data than either of the straight-line estimators. However, it appears that the ratio estimator does perform well here; its estimate of the RII is very close to that obtained from the spline fit but with a considerably smaller standard error and narrower approximate confidence intervals. Probably the main merit of the spline approach in this example is its more realistic standard error estimate compared to the rather optimistic ones given by the ill-fitting linear models. The next section will examine how, in the presence of increasing amounts of data, the ratio estimator, which assumes only that f (x) is smooth near x = 0 and x = 1, compares with the spline fit, which exploits 'global' smoothness of f (x).
Simulation Experiment
In this section two simulation examples are used to compare the spline-fitting method of RII estimation with the three other techniques used above. Both examples consist of a specified f (x), one linear and one non-linear, from which the expected number of deaths in a set of ten ordered socio-economic classes of given initial sizes can be derived using (1). Let the linear rate function be f 1 (x) = 1/10 − x/20, which gives an RII of f 1 (0)/f 1 (1) = 0.10/0.05 = 2. For the non-linear function, use
so that again the RII is f 2 (0)/f 2 (1) = 0.10/0.05 = 2. This function is chosen deliberately to be outside the space of cubic splines. Let there be ten socio-economic classes, 1 (the lowest) to 10 (the highest), each of size n, so that the total population size is N = 10n. The average death rate in each class under f 2 (x) is shown as the dotted curve in Figure 3 . Taking N to be 10 4 , 10 5 and 10 6 gives six sets of ten Poisson means, three for the linear rate f 1 (x) and three for the non-linear rate f 2 (x). By drawing Poisson random variables with each of these means, 1000 simulated datasets are obtained for each of the six combinations of rate and N . The RII is then estimated for each dataset using the four methods under consideration, resulting in 1000 values of the RII for each combination of rate, N and estimation method. No variable playing the role of age is present, so no standardization is involved. Spline estimates are obtained by maximizing the penalized log-likelihood over the space of natural cubic splines with k = 10 knots spaced evenly on [0, 1], and linear maximum likelihood estimates are obtained by maximizing the unpenalized log-likelihood (2) over linear f (x). Again one less knot is used when performing crossvalidation to choose the value of the smoothing parameter λ in the spline model. The means of the sets of estimates and the means and standard deviations of their logs are shown in Table 3 . Note that the results shown for the spline fit when the death rate is f 1 (x) and N = 10 4 have been calculated with the omission of the smallest and the two largest RII estimates (out of 1000) produced using this method. This is because those three estimates were extremely large in magnitude, with the smallest estimate also being negative; they are clear outliers in the sampling distribution of that estimator. Here the extreme values are caused by simulated datasets in which the death count for the highest class is relatively very low compared to the counts for classes immediately preceding it, which causes the fitted f (x) to plunge towards zero near x = 1, and indeed beyond zero in the case of the smallest estimate. The removal of these three values is justified on the grounds that, in practice, they would be rejected in any reasonable analysis of the data.
As one would expect, the standard and linear maximum likelihood estimators perform well for the linear rate f 1 (x) at all levels of N . The small bias of the spline estimator is quickly reduced by increasing N , but the ratio estimator displays a substantial bias even at the largest sample size. For the non-linear f 2 (x) the two linear estimators and the ratio estimator show a large bias which persists in large samples, while the bias of the spline estimator is smaller at all levels of N . Figure 3 shows the spline and linear maximum likelihood fits to the expected number of deaths in each class under f 2 (x) when N = 10 6 . It illustrates how the bias in the linear fits arises. Note that the spline fit is indistinguishable form the true curve f 2 (x) when both are plotted on this scale.
Concluding remarks
The work reported here improves upon the currently-standard RII estimation method in four distinct directions: the use of likelihood rather than an ad hoc least-squares approach; the accommodation of non-linear rate functions; integrated treatment of a standardizing variable such as age; and more robust estimation of standard errors and confidence intervals. The efficiency gain from maximum likelihood relative to weighted least squares is usually slight. Nonlinearity of the rate function f (x), on the other hand, can cause the standard method to give systematically misleading results; the approach proposed here based on cubic splines is more generally reliable, provided that f (x) is smooth and the sample size not too small. The cubic-spline method results in a larger standard error, which it can be argued is a more realistic reflection of the true uncertainty: a confidence interval based on the standard straight-line assumption will often be both biased and unrealistically narrow.
The spline-based approach is more complex than the standard method, both statistically and computationally, but the additional complexity seems to be merited for the large datasets that typify many applications of the RII.
From (1), as f (x) is continuous and differentiable at 0,
Hence, as t 1 h → ∞ and h → 0,φ
Obtaining a similar expression forφ k and f (1) gives the consistency of the spline estimator for f (0)/f (1). 
